Message from the Conference Chair

The International Conference on Production Research – ICPR is being held in Brazil for the first time since it began in 1971.

Over 430 full papers have been submitted from roughly 40 different countries. This is an indication of the relevance of the ICPR in the technical-scientific context and international recognition of the growing interest in Brazil and its importance on the world scene.

The ICPR is a well-established event of major technical importance and quality that provides an extraordinary opportunity for networking and collaborative projects among researchers and other professionals. In addition to all of this, it also has the distinct characteristic of being a pleasant meeting of friends who like Production Research!

The ICPR is an event offered by the International Foundation for Production Research – IFPR, and this year it is being organized by Pontifical Catholic University of Parand – PUCPR, the Brazilian Association of Production Engineering – ABEPRO and the Production Engineering Department of the University of São Paulo (USP).

We couldn’t have chosen a better setting for the 22nd ICPR, for networking, work and friendship. This year it will be in Iguassu Falls, one of nature’s Wonders, located on the border between Brazil and Argentina at the Iguassu National Park - the world largest subtropical river forest reserve – listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site.

The main theme of the 22nd ICPR – Challenges for Sustainable Operations – is appropriately symbolized by Iguassu Falls and the Itaipu Hydroelectric Plant, an engineering marvel, and to this date the largest energy-producing hydroelectric plant in the world.

The Conference offers three Plenary Sessions on the theme: Sustainable Business Performance in the New World Order, by Prof. Chris O’Brien (UK), Advances in Planning and Control Models for Sustainable Production, by Prof. Shimon Noé (USA), and City of the Future - Urban Production, by Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr.-Ing. E.h. Dieter Spath (Germany). Also, Dr. Glaucio Arbix, President of the Brazilian Agency for Innovation – FINAP, will talk about Brazil: Institutional Building for Innovation-based Development.

To open the event, Mr. João Mocelin, the Industrial Director of Natura, will present the company’s innovative initiatives in the area of sustainability.

For the scientific arm of the ICPR there will be technical sessions where approximately 400 papers on the various themes in Production Research will be presented, in addition to Special Sessions: Methodology and Research Design, Meet the Editors with the Editors of the International Journal of Production Research (the Official Journal of IFPR), International Journal of Production Economics and Journal of Manufacturing Technology Management, and the Panel on Future Trends in Production Research, with a representative from Brazil, and from the United States, Germany and the Philippines, representing each of the three regions of the IFPR (Americas Region, Africa, Europe and Middle East Region and Asia-Pacific Region).

Before the start of the event, Dr. Rob Dekkens will coordinate the Doctoral Training and Early Career Researchers Program where board members of the IFPR will help young researchers to formulate their research profiles. Three promising early career researchers will receive the Early Career Researchers Mentoring Award and will be mentored for two years by board members of the IFPR, and invited to present a keynote speech during the next Conference. This year, Dr. Kamil Erkan Kabak (Beykent University, Istanbul, Turkey), the winner at the 21st ICPR, will deliver the speech Simulation Models in Operations Management: Reaching Beyond Post-positivism?

In addition to the quality of the event and its incomparable Room, we are pleased to offer special programing for Spouses, along with good music, food and Brazilian hospitality for all to have an enjoyable time.

Welcome!

Dr. Sergio E. Gouveia da Costa
Conference Chair
Secretary-General IFPR
Message from the IFPR President

On behalf of the International Foundation for Production Research: IFPR, we would like to welcome all participants to the 22nd International Conference on Production Research: ICPR in Iguassu Falls, Brazil. This is the second time the ICPR is being held in South America.

Our work at IFPR has led to new business opportunities for younger researchers in the field of production research with this conference, including a doctoral training program, an early career research program and the early career researcher's mentoring award. The development and management of these programs has depended on the great contribution of Dr. Rob Dekkers.

The main theme of this conference is Challenges for Sustainable Operations. We know Brazil is the country that organized the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in 1992, called the 1st Earth Summit. That conference started many international operations in environmental management.

Brazil is one of the most economically successful developing countries in the world in recent years. Moreover, Brazil will be hosting the 2014 FIFA World Cup and the 2016 Summer Olympics that will provide many opportunities to create value in this country.

We are delighted that you have chosen to join us and hope that you are excited about the Conference in Iguassu Falls. We also wish you a personally satisfying and professionally rewarding stay in Iguassu Falls. Enjoy the conference and the beautiful and rich natural environment of Brazil. Por favor desfrute o ICPR.

Professor Dr. Kazuyoshi Ishii
President of IFPR
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Abstract
A Process Management System in general represents is a suitable approach to improve processes in the broadest sense. For this improvement a lot of established concepts and methods are applied practically and are depicted in literature. In most cases these improvement attempts between the different levels are not linked methodically. This paper presents and combines three – broadly practically applied and theoretically well described - approaches out of the broad variety of concepts and methods to improve value streams. Within this framework value stream mapping and the short-cyclic improvement routine are integrated into the organisational framework of process management in order to enable a methodically fostered improvement of value streams in different levels of detail. Therefore an advanced and sustainable continuous improvement process is enabled. Hence the objective of this paper is to link these industrially applied concepts for managing and improving value streams usefully, and to depict this linkage in an extended model and a practical assembly example.

Keywords: continuous improvement, value stream mapping, process management

1 INTRODUCTION
Enterprises face the task of managing, designing and improving their processes in the broadest sense – so from the main processes down to the operative (work-) methods – on a daily base. For this purpose a lot of established concepts and methods are applied practically and are depicted in literature. In most cases these improvement attempts between the different levels are not linked methodically. For example, a consistent exchange of information and data between different improvement attempts does not take place.

Out of this the following questions respectively presentations of the problem are derived. How can different improvement attempts within different levels of a value stream be combined usefully? How can value streams be managed, designed and improved in a structured and repeatedly recurring way?

A Process Management System in general represents a suitable approach to improve processes in the broadest sense. This paper presents and combines three – broadly practically applied and theoretically well described - approaches (Process Management, Value Stream Mapping and a systematic routine to manage and improve processes) out of the broad variety of concepts and methods to improve value streams.

Hence the objective of this paper is to link these industrially applied concepts for managing and improving value streams usefully, and to depict this linkage in an extended model.

2 FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES TO CHANGE PROCESSES
A process, that has once reached a certain level of performance, is likely to lose that level in a natural way. Improvements to push processes to a higher performance level can be achieved by innovation (volatile changes) and continuous improvement (short-cyclic changes) [1], [2].

Innovation usually means a radical improvement with crucial changes. Innovation leaps are discontinuous, often initiated by strategic decisions and are usually highly complex and interdisciplinary. Continuous improvement from a current-condition to a target-condition is characterised by a lot of small, short-cyclic (univariat) improvement steps in the specific processes. Both principles need a different amount of time and both should be utilised in organisations.

3 DEFINITIONS AND CONFINEMENT OF PROCESS AND VALUE STREAM
Processes have inputs and outputs that confine a process to the contiguous processes (upstream and downstream) and they fulfill the process purpose. The input (to be considered as an activated incident), the actual process flow and the required resources as well as the output (outcome) are basic parameters to define a process. Processes are defined as timely and, with regard to content, completed sequence of activities [3] [4].

From a process-oriented point of view there is no fundamental difference in understanding of what a “process” or what a “value stream” is. In terms of this paper a value stream is in most cases a product-oriented flow or extract of processes on a higher level of detail. A value stream may contain different processes from the Process Map or main- as well as sub- processes from “deeper” levels of detail which affect the production of a product. The value stream itself consists of operative processes and the appertaining material and information flows. A value stream includes all activities, i.e. value adding, non-value adding and supporting activities that are necessary to create a product (or to render a service) and to make it available to the customer. This includes the operational processes, the flow of material between the processes, all control and steering activities and also the flow of information. [5]

4 STANDARDISATION
A lot of companies are interpreting standards related to production processes often in a way to stabilise process conditions on the achieved level of performance, or to harmonise different processes. Based on this “best
practice” definition standards remain static and they should last as long as possible [6]. This interpretation of a standard prevents a target-oriented advancement of processes [7] [9] Lenzian, Schneider and Deuse, 2009). On the contrary innovative approaches are interpreting a standard as a target-condition to differ intentionally from the current-condition. This differentiation causes the fundament for target-oriented process improvements by reducing the difference between the current-condition and the particular standard (target-condition) [9].

5 TARGET-CONDITIONS AND ROUTINES TO SYSTEMATISE IMPROVEMENTS OF PROCESSES

The short-cyclic improvement routine proposes, starting from a current-condition, the specification of a target-condition, which should be achieved and is oriented to an ideal-state. The target-condition describes “how” a process should be performed in the future. It also can be considered as a milestone along the way to the ideal-state. The ideal-state is like a navigation point (“true north”) or like an aid to orientation for the definition or specification of the several different target-conditions for the processes. [1], [7], [10]

The management is responsible either for defining the ideal-state as well as the several target-conditions as well as for coaching the operatives employees during aspiring and accomplishing the target-conditions. Examples for parameters describing an ideal-state are 100% added value, one piece flow, zero-defects, lack of impairment for the workers.

A particular target-condition is specified in detail by targets and parameters describing the process. Targets are for e.g. productivity (in terms of “performance/time unit”) or quality (“failure-free parts/total parts”). The actual- and the target-condition of the process are specified for example by parameters or indicators like cycle times (customer takt), deviation, applied (work-) method, work in progress in the particular work system, or specifications considering the layout or organisational aspects. In order to formulate motivating target-conditions, for all engaged workers, they have to be realistically attainable and demanding. [11]

Against the background of these principles Rother formulated ideas and procedures of the improvement- and the coaching-kata. [12] (Rother, 2009)

“Kata” describes a specified routine, a pattern or a habitual thinking and acting. These very often repeated routines of the improvement and the coaching kata are fundamental for the systematisation of improving processes.

Figure 1 shows the routine to support process improvements and consists of the following steps:
1. Orientate towards the ideal-state and definition of target-conditions.
2. Compare current to target-condition.
3. Identify problems and obstacles systematically.
4. Formulate and try one action to solve the main problem (hypothesis and experiment).
5. Interpret and evaluate the results.

6 VALUE STREAM MAPPING

VSM was originally developed as a method within the Toyota Production System. [13] [14]. It was first introduced as an independent methodology by Mike Rother and John Shook. VSM is a simple, yet very effective, method to gain a holistic overview of the condition of the value streams within an organisation. Based on the analysis of the current-condition, flow-oriented target value streams are planned and implemented. [5] [15] [16]

By defining target-conditions, VSM uses a 4-Step-Method consisting of the steps “choose a product family”, “draw a current-condition map”, “develop a target-condition” and “implementation of target-condition” as well as an “action plan” to monitor the implementation, to describe necessary actions and activities (what, by whom, until when) to improve the value stream.

7 PROCESS MANAGEMENT

Process Management (PcM) causes a sustainable improvement of working procedures in the organisational structure. Process Management is the combination of activities which include the planning and monitoring of a process. It also is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, techniques and systems to define, visualise, measure, control, report and improve processes with the goal to meet customer requirements. The core concept in the PcM concept is the Process Life Cycle (PLC) (see Figure 2).

The Process Life Cycle indicates and determines each stage of the life cycle of a process within a Process Management System. It starts with the incorporation of the process into the process map and it ends with the shutting
down of the process. The Process Life Cycle defines steps in the cycle of a process in the Process Management System in form of phases and phase transitions and is named the “large control-circuit” in PcM. Phase 1 “Recording and Integration in the Process Map” and phase 2 “Process Definition” represent the design and conception of processes. Phases 3 “Operating, Controlling and Optimising” as well as phase 4 “Reporting and Monitoring” specify the recurring (“daily”) work of performing and improving processes.

In phase 2 the 4-Step-Method is a vital procedure to define new processes and to change and improve already existing processes. The 4-Step-Method of PcM is applied if a new process has to be defined based on identified improvement potentials. The 4-Step-Method (see Figure 2) is a general approach in PcM and it consists of the four steps “identification and scope”, “analyse actual process”, “design target process” and “implementation of improvements” [4]. The four steps are implemented by a series of at least four so-called Process Team Meetings (PTM). Each PTM represents a milestone during a step to ensure the systematic execution of the 4-Step-Method.

The so-called Process Jour Fixe (PJF) meetings are instruments for a continuous control of a process in phase 3 and during the transition to reporting and monitoring in phase 4. During phase 3 – representing the so-called “daily life of a process” – the focus is set on meeting the requirements and on identifying and realizing improvement actions, short-cyclically, towards a target-condition. The reporting and monitoring of different processes and several process goals occur in phase 4. Thus, the information available in phase 2 and phase 3 is broadened by relevant, respectively strategic parameters and aspects. All relevant information and performance indicators as well as actual problems in the daily life of the process are conditioned prior to a Process Management Review (PMR). Therefore they are also available for the PJF and the PTM in order to accomplish successful decision making and to provide the basis for the deduction of necessary improvement actions. [4]

8 VALUE STREAM ORIENTED PROCESS MANAGEMENT – THE SYSTEMATISATION OF VSM

Process Management provides the organisational framework for the systematisation of VSM. This is based on embedding and integrating a values stream into phases 2 to 4 of the PLC (see Figure 3).

The general approach in solving the systematisation of VSM is the conjunction of volatile and short-cyclic improvements of a value stream. This conjunction of continuous improvement and innovation can be found in the PcM-System, in phase 2 and 3 of the Process Life Cycle. The determination of target-conditions during phases 2 to 3 utilising information from phase 4 endorses the PLC by setting clearly defined intermediate target-condition along the way to the ideal-state. The following sections describes how a particular value stream is systematically comprehended, analysed, changed in great and short steps, operated and controlled in this changeover of the phases (see Figure 4).

8.1 Volatile changes

Referring to the level of the value stream in phase 2, where the two 4-Step-Methods in PcM or VSM are applied, the current-condition at point in time to is recorded and a challenging target-condition is determined along the way to the ideal-state. This target-condition “target 1” is defined during step 3 of PcM’s 4-Step-Method and is afterwards implemented and aspired in step 4.

The implementation is accomplished by realising improvement actions summarized in the LIP or the action plan taking economic, organisational and time-related constraints into consideration. In phase 2 of the PcM volatile and conceptual changes occur on the level of the whole value stream. From a theoretical point of view the target-condition “target 1” of the now changed value stream is accomplished at point in time t1 at the end of step 4. This attained condition at point in time t1 becomes automatically the new current-condition at point in time t1 – independent of whether the desired level has been reached or not – for the following phase of continuous improvement (phase 3).

8.2 Continuous, short-cyclic changes

The most noted and practically applied method is the PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act)-method. The PDCA-method formalises an experimental procedure as a scientific method. Due to the complexity and variability of a system it is eminently important to establish systematic and steady elapsing procedures for improvement. In order to establish and to maintain a short-cyclic improvement process in phase 3, it is necessary to implement a structured procedure within the business organisational structure. The short-cyclic improvement has to take place with a high frequency to implement and settle changes in the processes. Concerning this, the applied methodical approach of univariate experiments is therefore anchored as an integrated routine in the daily operation of the business. Due to the fact that the kata is an appropriate method of improving and coaching activities, this systematic routine for improving processes is introduced here as the basis for continuous improvement, and enlarges and consolidates the already applied approaches and concepts (e.g. LIP, PJF, PMR) in phase 3 of the PLC. The coaching routine aims to guide and to enhance the particular workers in applying the improvement routine
PDCA-cycles). Here, the person has to be asked, guided and encouraged repeatedly to identify obstacles within the borders of the process and to remove them by univariate PDCA cycles (rapid PDCA’s) instead of trying to search for solutions at the processes’ interfaces, or outside of the process as it is common practice. On the one hand, the accompanying coaching ensures the compliance of the prescribed (work-) methods in the work systems by different workers, and on the other hand, it ensures that all possible actions for improvement within a process are actually taken into consideration.

8.3 Stabilisation after volatile changes
Ideally and typically, the performance of a process respectively a value stream stabilises after reaching a new performance level. Nevertheless, a decline from this performance level is the reality. As a result, it is more or less impossible to attain both a target-condition and a sustainable stabilization at the end of phase 2.

Figure 4: Systematic improvement of a value stream in the Process Life Cycle

8.4 Renewed volatile changes
A long-lasting continuous improvement usually leads to diminishing changing steps. Despite the coaching procedure and all the improvement endeavours, it may occur that the target-conditions cannot be accomplished within the scope of the process borders. On the one hand, this may be a reason for determining a too short a time frame for accomplishing “target n”. In this case, the frame may be extended and the improvement efforts in phase 3 within the process borders will continue. On the other hand, in particular the non-attainment of the target-condition in phase 3 mainly occurs if the major, still existing, obstacle cannot be found between the processes or if it is beyond scope of action of the shift leaders. Hence, it is imperative to initiate another innovation leap in order to improve the value stream in phase 2 across its process borders and to determine a new, challenging target-condition “target n+1” at point in time t_{n+1}.

8.5 Ongoing Monitoring
Phase 4 of the Process Life Cycle is crucial for the development of a value stream – no matter if there are small steps or innovation leaps. The actual performance data of the value streams and current information concerning the organization (e.g. key performance
Indicators) and the external influences are collected for the PMR. In this way the information is available for the PTM and PJF as well.

Process Management Reviews help to make the performance level of value streams assessable and controllable. They provide the basis to decide if a re-design of a value stream is necessary and to set certain targets for the improvement projects. This swinging back and forth between different conditions of a Process Life Cycle also represents the connection between volatile changes and continuous improvement steps.

9 PRACTICAL EXAMPLE

A pump manufacturer with a high variant model-mix production is improving value streams and their operative processes covering a large part of the production using the improvement and coaching kata. Within the scope of the improvement routine the shift leaders in the production are responsible to improve the processes “pre-production”, “pre-assembly” and “final assembly” within the determined borders of the processes. The processes have to be stabilised referring to customer takt (Cycle time) and the productivity has to be increased. An entire synchronisation of pre- and final assembly is not possible in the given situation due to technological framework conditions and cannot be realised based on a short-cyclic improvement procedure. This is why inventory is required between the processes in order to ensure delivery reliability.

Within the processes the volatile change is keen on synchronisation of the cycle times (see Figure 6). Within the value stream the volatile change is keen on implementing a new material and information flow.

Figure 5. Target value stream focussing the interface between pre- and final-assembly

Figure 6. Short-cyclic and innovation leaps from current-condition to target-condition and ideal-state
10 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
This paper presents the linkage of these industrially applied concepts for managing and improving value streams in an extended model and equally it points out, that target-conditions for processes have to be derived from the target value stream. The short-cyclic improvement routines ensure an ongoing improvement of processes towards the ideal-state due to the determination and attainment of intermediate target-conditions. This determination and attainment of target-conditions based on short-cyclic improvement steps is recommended for the recurring (“daily”) work of performing and improving processes in order to enhance phase 3 of the PLC. These “one-factor-experiments” develop processes towards their targets based on formulating hypothesis and performing experiments. Further research activities considering these issues are currently running. First practical experiences in applying the model show clear evidence to transfer the functions of real organisation precisely to those of the model.
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